MANAGERIAL DRIVERS OF CHINESE LABOUR LOYALTY IN INTERNATIONAL CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
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Abstract. Organization performance is becoming ever more dependent on employee loyalty in the international construction projects. However, the improvement of construction labour loyalty on construction sites remains a largely neglected measure for reducing their turnover and improving their productivity. The purpose of this study was to quantitatively investigate the managerial drivers of labour loyalty, including macro-environment of the project host country, organizational living environment, job system, rewards, and communication, and to explore the significance of satisfaction as a mediating variable in the relationship between the managerial drivers and construction labour loyalty. First, hypotheses on the relationships between construction labour loyalty, satisfaction and the five managerial drivers were proposed. Second, structural equation modelling was adopted to test these hypotheses. Finally, the results demonstrated two types of influence paths: (1) macro-environment, job system and communication have significantly direct effects on construction labour loyalty, (2) mediated by satisfaction, organizational living environment and rewards offer positive indirect effects on construction labour loyalty. The first type of path serves as a long-term strategic orientation for improving labour loyalty. The second type of path is a tactic for short-term goals of labour loyalty enhancement. The research results can contribute to the body of knowledge of human resource management and the practice of enhancing labour productivity through improving construction labour loyalty in the context of international construction projects.
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Introduction

The economic performance of organization, whatever their sector of activity, is becoming ever more dependent on the participation, commitment, and more generally, loyalty of their employees (Guillon, Cezanne 2014; Boltanski, Chiapello 1999). International construction project organizations have higher levels of risk and complexity compared with domestic project (He 1995; Han et al. 2008). In the demanding conditions of international construction project, the construction employees will take more time to master the project-specific knowledge and skills as well as the adaptation to the international project conditions, including both living environment and working conditions (Jones et al. 2010). Therefore, the retention of qualified and experienced construction personnel can improve the productivity (Enshassi et al. 2007), decrease huge employee investment loss and hence improve organizational performance. Additionally, as the skill levels and experience of loyal workers increase, job-site safety and health concerns are likely to decline in the international construction sites (Kazaz et al. 2013). However, employee disloyalty, usually expressed in the way of labour turnover (Allen, Grisaffe 2001; Ineson, Berechet 2011), has often occurred in the international projects as a result of the industry’s highly hazardous and stressful job conditions, low pay, national culture diversity, and the transient nature of construction workers (Chih et al. 2016; Liu et al. 2016; Steele, Sodhi 2006), resulting in potential risks to international project performance in many ways accordingly, including increasing cost to recruit, train and retain labour force, interrupting the workflow, and serious revenue loss when the required schedule is not met (Han et al. 2008; Hinze et al. 1985). These risks suggest that construction labour loyalty, generally both associated with employee productivity and turnover (Ling et al. 2012; Allen, Grisaffe 2001; Ineson, Berechet 2011), needs to receive much more attention as it pertains to international construction projects.
Some literature on international construction projects reveals the relationships between construction labour loyalty and labour productivity. Ling et al. (2012) and Han et al. (2008) found that labour loyalty is positively associated with labour productivity. Consequently, some management guidelines and measures for enhancing workers’ loyalty to the organization were recommended. Moreover, other research focused on the strategies for increasing employees’ loyalty to the organization to reduce employee turnover in the construction industry. Chih et al. (2016) and Dainty et al. (2004) demonstrated employee turnover in the construction industry increases when organizations fail to meet individual expectations, leading to a breakdown in the employment relationship. Therefore, construction organizations should establish mechanisms for understanding and managing employees’ psychological contracts and schemes for rewarding employees to strengthen employees’ loyalty to the organization. Finally, in terms of the methodologies of studies, most studies explore directly the factors of loyalty while some research also demonstrated the mediation of satisfaction between the factors and loyalty. Othman (2014) quantified customer loyalty and satisfaction drivers by conducting an international survey questionnaire and meanwhile he identified satisfaction as a mediating variable in articulating employee loyalty.

The aforementioned studies lay a sound foundation for the study of construction labour loyalty. Those studies largely demonstrate that loyalty is undeniably effective in reducing employee turnover and increasing project performance. Nevertheless, those studies have several limitations, which require further investigation in a more cautious manner. The limitations include the following:

- Some studies have proposed that loyalty is a key antecedent of construction labour productivity. Nevertheless, few studies attempt to explore the antecedent factors of construction labour loyalty, which are far more decisive factors of construction loyalty and subsequently promote productivity.
- Some studies have begun to focus on employees’ loyalty to reduce their turnover in the construction industry. Nevertheless, the subjects targeted by these studies are generally employees in domestic rather than international construction projects. In effect, the considerable turnover of construction labour in international projects is more likely to result in a high loss of productivity and contribute to a significant upsurge in on-site accidents; hence, the research results from domestic projects cannot be effectively applied to international project practice.
- From the perspective of owners, improved project performance is extremely significant. However, what is still needed is a quantitative examination of construction labour loyalty to substantially foster project performance.

To bridge these gaps, the main objective of this study was to quantitatively analyze the managerial drivers of labour loyalty in international construction projects and to explore the significance of satisfaction as a mediating variable in the relationship between the managerial drivers and construction labour loyalty by developing structural equation modelling (SEM). These managerial drivers primarily concern the living and working conditions that construction labourers were embedded. The relationships between labourers’ loyalty and the managerial drivers can be strengthened by the inherent characteristics of international construction projects, for construction sites serve as both living places and workplaces during the period of project construction. These key influence factors and paths will provide contractors with decision points for encouraging and enhancing the non-project host country’s labour loyalty to improve both labour productivity and organization performance in the international construction projects.

1. Literature review

1.1. Employee loyalty and satisfaction

The conception of employee loyalty is regarded as an extension of the notion of customer loyalty (Gronroos 1981). Supposing that employees are treated as “customers” of an organization, employee loyalty characterizes the relationship of an employee with the organization for which he or she works and has implications for the decision to remain with the organization (Allen, Grisaffe 2001; Türkyılmaz et al. 2011). Additionally, Becker et al. (1995) and Martensen and Grønholdt (2006) defined loyalty as a strong desire to remain the member of an organization, a willingness to make high levels of effort for the sake of the organization, and a strong emotional connection to the organization. They also argued that a loyal employee can endure some form of temporary dissatisfaction with the job. Therefore, the construction labour loyalty reported herein refers to a strong desire to remain in international construction projects, a willingness to endure temporary dissatisfaction with the project construction work, and a willingness to make high levels of efforts for the improvement of project performance.

The majority of employee loyalty research papers was restricted to the service industry, such as hotel, public sectors and banking (Ineson, Berechet 2011; Nartheh, Odoom 2015; Türkyılmaz et al. 2011). Both the objectives and the methodologies of studies on the service industry are highly similar. Specifically, the objectives of these studies are to identify the key factors determining employees’ loyalty within the organizational context in which they are embedded and, as a result, to help establish an effective and efficient management system. Methodologically, structural equation modelling was usually employed to test the theoretical hypotheses linking the employee loyalty and the constructs. Following the management models and techniques developed by the service industry, many researchers in the academic field of construction begin to show a growing interest in employee loyalty.
Unlike employee loyalty, which is a more action-oriented concept because it addresses the behaviour of employees (Duboff, Heaton 2013), employee satisfaction is defined as a pleasurable or positive emotional state resulting from the appraisal of one’s job or job experience. It is the gratification or sense of prosperity that employees obtain from their jobs (Eskildsen, Nussler 2000). Job satisfaction represents an effective response to the specific features of the job and an attitude toward the job, whereas employee loyalty is an effective response to the entire organization (Chen 2006). Based on the contrast presented above, job satisfaction reported in this study refers to construction labourers’ expected, ideal and overall levels of satisfaction with their jobs in international construction (Smith 1969).

1.2. The managerial drivers of employee loyalty and satisfaction

An international construction project is one-off, mobile, and subject to environmental influences, and therefore construction labourers generally do not occupy a relatively fixed workplace. Rather, they are exposed to poor construction sites serving a dual role as both the living environment and the workplace during the long period of project construction. According to such characteristics above and the extensive literature on loyalty and satisfaction, three major types of drivers of employee loyalty and satisfaction have emerged from various existing studies, including working conditions, living conditions and demographic factors.

Living conditions are the environment that labourers were exposed to live on the international projects, which is a direct measurement of the quality of life in an international project (Austin, Droussiotis 2007). It includes the macro-environment in the project-host country (Wang 2006; Han et al. 2008), and the organizational living environment (Atiyyah 1995; Han et al. 2008). Working conditions range from the terms under which workers enter the employment relationship to the environment in which they perform their tasks (Carre 2015), which shape the ‘way of doing work’ (Piore 1990). It can mainly include the rewards (Linz et al. 2015; Tsigilis et al. 2006), job system (Chi et al. 2013; Fini et al. 2016; Kumar, Shekhar 2013), and communication (Smith, Rupp 2002; Turkyilmaz et al. 2011). Moreover, some studies have been conducted to better understand the relationship between demographic factors (age and gender) and loyalty (Helgesen et al. 2010). The related results indicated that age appears to have a positive effect on loyalty and the female is supposed to be more loyal than the male (Pan, Zinkhan 2006).

2. Hypotheses

Two types of relationships between five managerial drivers and construction labour loyalty were proposed: direct effects and indirect effects. The former considered construction labour loyalty as being directly affected by the five managerial drivers, whereas the latter viewed the five managerial drivers as primarily influencing job satisfaction, with job satisfaction in turn influencing construction labour loyalty.

2.1. Loyalty and its managerial drivers

Butcher et al. (2001) considered that one’s feeling of anxiety or relaxation arising from the external social interaction has influence on his/her loyalty. From the perspective of long term, unfavorable macro-environment in the project host country will gradually make the labourers generate an intention to turnover and dissatisfaction of job. Therefore, the following hypothesis is formulated.

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Macro-environment has a positive effect on construction labour loyalty.

Due to the one-off characteristic of construction projects, few contractors invest huge sums of money into on-site living environments for construction labourers, especially for international construction projects, with their greater uncertainty and limitations. However, if contractors paid more attention to and professionally managed the aspects of construction sites such as food, accommodations and living facilities, and leisure time, labourers would likely become aware of the human-oriented management. Such awareness has positive effects on labour loyalty.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). Organizational living environment has a positive effect on construction labour loyalty.

Linz et al. (2015) found that worker loyalty is positively linked to a number of expected rewards. More specifically, a positive link between loyalty and earnings in socialist economies was revealed by Linz and Chu (2014). Therefore, the following hypothesis is formulated.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). Rewards has a positive effect on construction labour loyalty.

Kumar and Shekhar (2012) demonstrated that the job system significantly influences employee loyalty. In international construction projects, an impartial workload assignment system, necessary safety and training systems and a transparent incentive system strengthen labourers’ trust in contractors and boost their moral, and as a result, fostering greater dedication to their jobs and organizations. Therefore, the following hypothesis is formulated.

Hypothesis 4 (H4). Job system has a positive effect on construction labour loyalty.

Through communication, management can keep employees informed about the procedures and processes, and also provide employees with a window to participate in all company activities, which will make them loyal (Narteh, Odoom 2015). Likewise, Smith and Rupp (2002) believed that communication is essential for developing employee loyalty. Therefore, the following hypothesis is formulated.

Hypothesis 5 (H5). Communication has a positive effect on construction labour loyalty.
2.2. Managerial drivers, satisfaction and loyalty

These managerial drivers primarily concerned the living and working conditions have effects on both construction labour satisfaction and loyalty; meanwhile satisfaction is an antecedent to loyalty (Chen 2006). In other words, these managerial drivers have effects on labour loyalty through satisfaction. From the perspective of the effects from the managerial drivers, satisfaction is regarded as an endogenous variable, but in terms of the effect on labour loyalty, satisfaction also serves as an exogenous variable. According to the identification of mediator variable (Kline 2005), satisfaction, therefore, was regarded as the mediator in the entire model. Eskildsen and Nussler (2000), Matzler and Renzl (2007), Turkyilmaz et al. (2011) reported a significant mediating role of employee satisfaction on employee loyalty. As such, the following hypotheses are put forth.

Hypothesis 6 (H6). Macro-environment in the project-host country has a positive effect on construction labour job satisfaction.

The organizational living environment influences construction labour satisfaction because labourers want a living environment that provides greater physical comfort and reliable lifestyle support and hence promotes work productivity (Turkyilmaz et al. 2011). Some studies have shown that low job satisfaction levels can mainly be attributed to poor life environment (Marin-García et al. 2011). Therefore, the following hypothesis is formulated.

Hypothesis 7 (H7). Organizational living environment has a positive effect on construction labour job satisfaction.

Anne and Grønholdt (2007) suggested that rewards (e.g., pay and promotion) should be linked to organizational success as a result of employee satisfaction. Furthermore, rewards are even considered to be one of the key factors influencing employee satisfaction (Jun et al. 2006). Therefore, the following hypothesis is formulated.

Hypothesis 8 (H8). Rewards have a positive effect on construction labour job satisfaction.

Kazemzadeh and Bashiri (2005) investigated various studies related to employee satisfaction and found that job systems and processes are factors influencing employee satisfaction. Therefore, the following hypothesis is formulated.

Hypothesis 9 (H9). Job system has a positive effect on construction labour job satisfaction.

Communication influences employees’ attitudes and behaviours toward a job (Mclenahen 2003). Management can influence employees better through forms of communication that appeal to their positive emotions and encourage their involvement in their current job (Smith, Rupp 2002). Therefore, the following hypothesis is formulated.

Hypothesis 10 (H10). Communication has a positive effect on construction labour job satisfaction.

Chen (2006) asserted that job satisfaction is an antecedent to the organizational loyalty of employees, meaning that the organizational loyalty of employees develops from job satisfaction. With regard to construction projects, Shan and Goodrum (2010) believed that worker satisfaction plays an important role in retaining workers in the construction industry. Therefore, the following hypothesis is formulated.

Hypothesis 11 (H11). Job satisfaction has a positive effect on construction labour loyalty.

The construction labour loyalty theoretical framework is shown in Figure 1. The direct effects were explained by the five arrows representing the five hypotheses H1, H2, H3, H4 and H5. The indirect effects are mediated by job satisfaction, with six hypotheses H6, H7, H8, H9, H10 and H11.

![Fig. 1. Initial theoretical framework](image-url)

3. Methodology

3.1. Questionnaire survey

3.1.1. Measures

A thorough literature review and expert interviews were conducted to identify the observable items of the constructs. First, the items for construction labour satisfaction are derived from the Minnesota Satisfaction Questionnaire (MSQ) of Smith (1969). Meanwhile, Ryan et al. (1995) also asserted that the measurement of satisfaction concept should be based on three aspects: a summary judgement of the satisfaction level, a comparison with expectations, and a comparison with an ideal situation. Thus, job satisfaction reported in this study was measured using three items (overall satisfaction, expected satisfaction and ideal satisfaction).
In addition, because the existing employee loyalty scale has different items according to different industries, this study drew upon some of the items proposed by scholars who study customer loyalty (Mcmullan, Gilmore 2003; Zeithaml, Parasuraman 1996), and according to the characteristics of labour in the construction industry, three items for the measurement of worker loyalty (laborer’s retention for the organization, laborer’s endurance of dissatisfaction, laborer’s devotion to construction work) were designed. The statistical results show that the scale has good reliability and validity.

Due to the absence of applicable scales in the literature of the managerial drivers in both living and working conditions, literature review and expert interviews were used to develop and adjust a scale to the specific context of the international construction project. According to Clark and Watson (1995), a clear conceptualization of the target construct is needed for objective scale development. The proper management of the rights and protections of labourers can foster the construction labour’s loyalty to an organization (Narteh, Odoom 2015; Smith, Rupp 2002). In this study, numerous references on employee loyalty and satisfaction were visited and then 8 items of living conditions and 13 items of working conditions that focused on the enforcement of labourers’ rights and protections were determined as described in Table 1.

To determine a more appropriate item list to explore the paths, eight experienced practitioners from CSCEC (China State Construction Engineering Corporation) were invited to give their opinions on the item list with respect to the context in their international projects. All the eight experts are managers who specialized in international project management, including risk management, labour management and contract management, and their seniority is ranging from 10 years to 30 years. Considerable attentions were paid in expert screening by rewording of items as well as items additions and deletions.

Finally, 27 items (3 items for loyalty, 3 items for satisfaction, 8 items for the living conditions, 13 items for the working conditions) were developed in this study presented in Table 1. A five-point Likert Scale was applied in this study, with “1” meaning very bad (or weak), “3” meaning medium and “5” meaning very good (or strong). The respondents need to issue their opinions based on their experience in the international projects. Moreover, some demographic information was also asked, including labourers’ age, education and designation. Although many studies explored the effects of gender on loyalty, all the respondents reported in this paper were male. So the gender is not regarded as one of control variables to explore the effects on labourer’ loyalty in the model.

3.1.2. Data collection

All the respondents to the questionnaire are the labourers participated in the international projects of CSCEC. The locations of international projects limited the labours filling in the questionnaires. To this end, the Overseas Business Department of the CSCEC helped the process of questionnaire survey. All questionnaires were finished during the process that the CSCEC dispatched the labourers back home country for the formalities in batches. Through explaining and giving some examples about the questions in the questionnaire, the labourers filled out the questions on the scene by assessing their experience in the international projects. 1000 questionnaires were distributed to the labourers, of which 571 were returned and 399 were valid for further analysis. The valid response rate was 39.9%.

3.2. Data analysis

Prior to the structural equation modelling, the original data is screened for possible problems (Kline 2005). First, missing value is ruled out in the data set. Second, the normality assumption of the distribution of each indicator is tested in terms of skewness index (SI) and kurtosis index (KI). The SI reported in this study ranges between –0.842 and 0.356, whose absolute value is less than the recommended level of 3 (Kline 2005). The range for KI is between –1.261 and 1.023, the absolute value of which is less than 10 (Kline 2005). Therefore, the normality assumption for these indicators is not rejected.

Bivariate correlation is also used to detect the correlation between loyalty and the demographic variables. The age sample consists of five ranges: 20 below (0.5%), 20–30 (22.3%), 30–40 (43.3%), 40–50 (32.1%), and 50 above (1.8 %). Likewise, the education sample is separated into five ranges, primary school (3.0%), junior high school (66.7%), technical secondary school (10.8%), senior middle school (14.7%), college and above 40–50 (4.8%). As for the designation, the majority of respondents (91.0%) are ordinary workers; the rest (9.0%) is the foreman. The results of bivariate correlation demonstrated that the correlation coefficient (Pearson) between the age and the loyalty is 0.184 (p < 0.01) while neither the education nor the designation doesn’t show significant correlation coefficient. Therefore, the age is used as a control variable in the follow-up structural model.

Exploratory factor analysis (EFA) was used to explore the latent variables underlying the drivers. In this study, principal components analysis (Varimax rotation) was done. The results showed that two factors of living conditions are identified (macro-environment in the project host country, and the organizational living environment), which explains 56.00% of the total variance. For working conditions, the first three factors (rewards, job system and communication) were determined; yet the fourth factor, together with its only one observable item (connection with family members), was deleted because Ringle et al. (2012) pointed out using only one manifest variable to represent one latent variable is a risky choice as it performs worse than multi-item scales in most situations. In addition, since the factor loading should be greater than the level of 0.50 (Ozorhon et al. 2007), two items (recognition and work training system) with 0.5
low loadings were deleted. So, the cumulative variance contribution rate of working conditions was 56.224%. The factorial structure and its related statistics are listed in Table 2.

Four indicators are extracted as significant in the macro-environment in the project host country. These indicators describe the characteristic of external environment of international construction projects. Four indicators are extracted as significant in the living environment. These indicators refer to the life necessities provided and created by contractors for construction labourers in international construction project. Four indicators are extracted as significant in the rewards. They are the direct returns that construction labourers are given by virtue of the fruits of their labour. Three indicators are extracted as significant in job system. It refers to the context surrounding the labourers’ work, which aims to build up labourers’ identification with and trust in the managers. Three indicators are extracted as significant in communication which describe the communication context of labourers in the international projects. Accordingly, the managerial drivers reported herein embrace the five dimensions: macro-environment in project-host country, organizational living environment, rewards, job system, and communication.

4. Results

The model was analyzed with Amos 21.0 software. Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) provided the first step to demonstrate satisfactory measurement of the constructs. Then structural equation modelling was used to analyze the causal effects of the structural model.
4.1. Measurement models

Cronbach’s alpha is used to test the reliability of the hypothesized construct based on the data. Values ranging from 0.6 to 0.7 are regarded as sufficient, and values higher than 0.7 are regarded as good in reliability testing (Doloi et al. 2012). According to the Cronbach’s alpha if item deleted in SPSS, the Cronbach’s alpha value of loyalty was 0.640 if deleted item Ly3. But the Cronbach’s alpha of loyalty with three items initially is 0.503 so Ly3 was deleted. Finally, as shown in Table 3, all Cronbach’s alphas of the constructs reported in this paper were sufficiently reliable.

In the measurement model of CFA as shown in Figure 2, the standardized factor loadings less than 0.5 are considered for deletion (Xiong et al. 2015), and thus five items (OLE4, Rw4, ME1, Cm1, Sf3) were deleted because they are low 0.5 or very close to 0.5. As shown in Table 3, the result demonstrated that factor loadings ranged from 0.550 to 0.936. Moreover, as shown in Table 3, the composite reliability (CR) satisfies the criteria that the value should be above 0.5 (Fornell, Larcker 1981) except the rewards and job system with slight smaller than 0.5. However, the results cannot be rejected because the intrinsic fit of measurement model may provide evidence of the validity (Anderson, Gerbing 1988).

Based on recommendation from previous literatures, a model reflects a good fit by attaining: (1) the absolute normed χ²/degree of freedom < 5.00 (Ye et al. 2015); (2) goodness-of-fit index (GFI) > 0.85 (Maruish 2004); (3) root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) < 0.1 (Chou, Bentler 1990); (4) the incremental measure of comparative fit index (CFI) > 0.90 (Hair et al. 2014); as well as (5) parsimony fit measure of adjusted goodness-of-fit index (AGFI) > 0.8 (Maruish 2004). The measurement model with 18 indicators and seven constructs (Fig. 2) resulted in a good overall model fit (χ²/degree of freedom = 2.87, RMSEA = 0.069, GFI = 0.915, CFI = 0.902, AGFI = 0.873, IFI = 0.908, NFI = 0.866, TLI = 0.875). Hence, these measures for the model lent sufficient support for the results to be deemed an acceptable representation of the hypothesized constructs.

The research instrument adopts a self-reporting survey measurement method. Therefore, the findings may have the potential risk of common method variance. Therefore, data were also tested for common method bias using Harman’s single-factor test (Podsakoff, Organ 1986). The resulting one-factor measurement model (χ²/degree of freedom = 2.87, RMSEA = 0.069, GFI = 0.915, CFI = 0.907, AGFI = 0.873, IFI = 0.908, NFI = 0.866, TLI = 0.875) had much worse fit indices than the proposed measurement model. Therefore, common method bias was not evident.

4.2. Structural model

The structural model shows potential causal dependencies between the seven latent variables and the direct effects connecting them. A similar set of overall fit statistics for the measurement model is used to examine the
structure equation model. The structural model resulted in an acceptable overall model fit ($\chi^2$/degree of freedom = 4.3, RMSEA = 0.09, GFI = 0.875, CFI = 0.800, AGFI = 0.826). While the adjusted goodness-of-fit index (CFI) value is 0.80, a little smaller than the criteria (0.85), suggesting a slight weakness of the model fit, the value above 0.731 cannot be rejected (Chou, Bentler 1990). Furthermore, the $R^2$ values for all endogenous latent variables ($R^2_{\text{satisfaction}} = 0.61$, $R^2_{\text{loyalty}} = 0.57$) exceed 10%, implying a satisfactory and substantive model (Falk, Miller 1992). Accordingly, the final SEM in Figure 3 is supported by the results of the GOF indices. Six standardized path coefficients between latent variables were significant at $p < 0.05$, indicating that H1, H4, H7, H8, and H11 were supported yet H5 was opposite to the original hypothesis. The other five hypotheses were not significant and hence were not supported.

The indirect effects of the five managerial drivers on construction labour loyalty were tested for significance by adopting the Bootstrap estimation procedure in AMOS (a bootstrap sample of 2000 was specified). Table 4 shows the indirect effects and their associated 95% confidence intervals. For bias-corrected and accelerated confidence interval, if zero is not between the lower and upper limits, the effect is considered significant.
upper bound, then it can be claimed that an indirect effect exists. Otherwise, an indirect effect does not exist (Mackinnon et al. 2007). Accordingly, it was found that the indirect effect estimates for living environment and rewards were significant (p < 0.05) respectively, whereas the standardized direct estimates were found to be not significant, indicating full mediation of satisfaction in affecting labour loyalty. Moreover, external environment, job system and communication showed significant standardized estimates of direct effects, providing evidence of non-mediation.

5. Findings and discussions

According to the research results and practical issues, two types of influence paths for enhancing construction labour loyalty in international projects were identified. Path 1 includes the direct effects, macro environment, job system or communication – loyalty, whereas path 2 includes the indirect effects, living environment or rewards – satisfaction – loyalty. Accordingly, two types of measures to enhance labour loyalty are recommended.

5.1. Long-term strategic orientation toward improving labour loyalty

A disciplined and fair job system and a favourable macro-environment, namely the combination of internal and external environments, play decisive roles in forming construction labour loyalty to an organization. Specifically, an effective job system and an adaptation to external environment were regarded as active tools for establishing labour’s trust in management and forming a sense of belonging, respectively (Sun 2003). However, establishing trust and forming a sense of belonging will inevitably be time consuming; hence, Path 1 represents a relatively long-term strategic orientation toward improving labour loyalty (Lin et al. 2006).

A positive relationship between job system and construction labour loyalty is confirmed. The result indicates that the level of international construction labour loyalty will improve as job system becomes more effective. The job system reported in this study is constructed by the workload assignment system (standardized coefficient = 0.73, p < 0.001), work safety system (standardized coefficient = 0.65, p < 0.001) and incentive system (standardized coefficient = 0.56, p < 0.001). Obviously, reasonable workload assignment and work safety system improve workers’ trust in the management. To sum up, an effective job system helps to establish sound foundations for labour’s identification with and trust in the management, thereby actively enhancing construction labour loyalty.

### Table 3. Results of the measurement model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latent variable</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Standard Loading</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
<th>C.R.</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>Cronbach’s alpha</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>AVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>ME2</td>
<td>0.644</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ME3</td>
<td>0.770</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>9.881</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ME4</td>
<td>0.564</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>8.671</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLE</td>
<td>OLE1</td>
<td>0.726</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OLE2</td>
<td>0.550</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>9.840</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OLE3</td>
<td>0.733</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>12.785</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rw</td>
<td>Rw1</td>
<td>0.578</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>8.890</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rw2</td>
<td>0.594</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rw3</td>
<td>0.640</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>9.544</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JS</td>
<td>JS1</td>
<td>0.551</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JS2</td>
<td>0.708</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>9.287</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JS3</td>
<td>0.669</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>9.035</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cm</td>
<td>Cm2</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cm3</td>
<td>0.686</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>11.450</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sf</td>
<td>Sf1</td>
<td>0.713</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>11.625</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sf2</td>
<td>0.714</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ly</td>
<td>Ly1</td>
<td>0.786</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ly2</td>
<td>0.602</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>8.466</td>
<td>***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: “***” indicates p < 0.001, “**” indicates p < 0.05. Six paths with “_” represent the baseline of parameter estimation.
A positive relationship between the macro-environment of project host country and construction labour loyalty is confirmed. Butcher et al. (2001) considered that one’s feeling of anxiety or relaxation arising from the external social interaction has influence on his/her loyalty. In the international construction sites, unfavourable macro environment of project host country makes the workers feel difficult in adjusting to the strange project host countries and easily generates a feeling of anxiety. Backward medical facilities, the chaos of the security environment and the depression of the economic situation will make labour harbour more worries and cannot be fully devoted into their job, which shakes the labour’s original intention that participating in international projects is for
making money. These influence on labour from the external macro-environment will lead to the intention of labour turnover and decrease the endurance of dissatisfaction. Therefore, the international contractor, before undertaking some international projects, should pay attention to the project country’s macro-environment, especially for the economy, social security and medical service.

A significant yet negative relationship is found between communication and construction labour loyalty. This finding is not line with Smith and Rupp (2002), who held that communication with knowledge workers is essential for developing loyalty because communication is for knowledge transferring, interactive learning, collaborative learning and sharing of learning. Once the phenomenon of missed communication, withheld communication or incorrect communication is perceived, the knowledge worker is already beginning disengagement. However, construction labourers are markedly different from knowledge worker. The simplicity and repetition of ordinary construction labourer’s tasks determine that their frequency of communication at work is much less the knowledge workers’. Also, an expert interview on labour communication was conducted, and it was concluded that the communication from the ordinary workers is mainly focused on the personal interests, like salary and task assignments. Such communication will gradually have an impact on the comparison of job salary or tasks assignments among the labourers, leading to a potential sense of inequity on salary or task assignment. Therefore, in the long run, the communication of personal interests beyond the scope of work may have negative effect on labour loyalty to the organization. Accordingly, high frequency of communication is not recommended among the ordinary workers in the international projects in a long term.

5.2. Short-term tactical goals for labour loyalty enhancement

According to Dainty et al. (2004), financial compensation is still a significant and basic resource for retaining employees in the construction industry. Path 2 is a passive way to improve construction labour loyalty; if living demands or rewards are not satisfied, construction labour will most likely leave the project organization (Sun 2003). Therefore, Path 2 provides short-term tactical goals for labour loyalty enhancement.

The significance of living environment – satisfaction – loyalty path demonstrates that living environment affects construction labour loyalty through the mediation of satisfaction. This finding is in line with Turkyilmaz et al. (2011), who found that the physical working environment positively influences employee satisfaction and that employee satisfaction in turn has positive effects on employee loyalty. Likewise, evidence supporting the significant mediating effects of satisfaction between rewards and labour loyalty indicates that rewards affect construction labour loyalty in indirect ways. This finding echoes in general the important role of rewards in the attainment of employee satisfaction, and job satisfaction has been found to be the most important tool for employee retention (Jun et al. 2006). The full mediation effects of job satisfaction in the relationships between the two managerial drivers and loyalty indicate that living environment and rewards offer hardly direct enhancement of labour loyalty. Rather, they promote labour satisfaction and then labour satisfaction in turn improves labour loyalty.

In the measurement models, organizational living environment is constructed by food (standardized coefficient = 0.78), accommodations and housing facilities (standardized coefficient = 0.59, p < 0.001), and leisure time (standardized coefficient = 0.67, p < 0.001). Obviously, food and leisure time are the two most prominent variables. Accordingly, it is suggested that in addition to the food prepared for construction labour, some collective entertainment activities and supportive facilities for rest and relaxation should be provided on construction sites to enrich their lives. Furthermore, rewards are constructed by salary level (standardized coefficient = 0.65), wage settlement (standardized coefficient = 0.65, p < 0.001), and benefit package (standardized coefficient = 0.54, p < 0.001). Since construction labourers are more concerned with salary, contractors should create a clear wage difference between international and home country projects and give wages to labourers on time.

Conclusions

The research reported in this paper quantitatively examined the effects of five managerial drivers on labour loyalty in international construction projects and demonstrated the significance of satisfaction as a mediating variable in the relationship between the managerial drivers and construction labour loyalty. Two types of influence paths (direct effects and indirect effects) for improving construction labour loyalty were identified. It is worth noting that the direct effect paths serve as a long-term strategic orientation for improving labour loyalty because it helps construction labourers far from their home country establish trust in contractors and produce a sense of belonging in the organization. The indirect effect paths are a tactic for short-term goals of labour loyalty enhancement because satisfied material needs are expedient measures.

The findings of this study contribute to the body of knowledge by addressing the role of the antecedents to labour loyalty in international construction projects, and they are also useful for labour management practice because they lead to suggestions that contractors could adopt to enhance construction labour loyalty in order to improve productivity. However, limited by time and energy, there might be other factors (e.g., types of project, the general contractor of the project) influencing labour loyalty. In the future research, these factors will be integrated to investigate additional antecedents of construction labour loyalty, with the purpose of generating a more precise understanding of factors influencing labour loyalty.
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